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About This Game

Long time passed since the alien invasion to our home planet. Earth resources are almost gone, so humanity has to explore other
planets to survive...

M.A.G.M.A. corporation, known from other games of the series, takes part in this activity, having successfully colonized
several planets. The main source of income from these planets is Magmatite - the mineral of the future which gives colossal

energy. For an unknown reason we lost communication with one of the distant planets. You - as an assault squad commander -
need to find our what happened to the colony and to restore Magmatite mining...

We're happy to present a new game in the Alien Shooter universe! Get prepared to unique tactical gameplay, lots of monster
types and 8 fighter types allowing you create your own style of completing missions and defeating bosses.
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Gather resources during the fight and use them to add new soldiers. Form your current squad wisely, depending on the situation.

Each class has unique specialty. Using a specialty at the right moment will bring you victory.

Manage your squad to defeat the most dangerous enemies, explode combustibles and gather required resources.

Shooter - Perfect choice for killing medium and small enemies. Specialty: throwing grenades.
Miner - Extracts minerals required for adding new fighters.
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Medic - Recovers nearby soldiers' health. Specialty: morale. When activated it notably improves main parameters of the squad
members.

Sniper - Uses long-range heavy ion rifle. Deals successfully with large and dangerous enemies.

Flamethrower - Extremely effective against clusters of medium and small monsters. Specialty: fireball - a high power blast
burning everything on its way.

Defender - Protects the companions walking behind. Specialty: energy shield. For a short term generates a powerful energy
field which defends every soldier in its range.

Rocketeer - Uses homing missiles for great area damage. Specialty: battle drone - unmanned fighting module attacking the
enemy from the rear.

Elite Soldier - Uses last generation energy weapon capable of incinerating most powerful enemies. Specialty: overload.
Accumulated crystals are used for short-term weapon power increase.
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booring, no tutorial, requires online play.. I live in an area that does not get alot of snow, so this game felt like it would be fun, it
wasn't.

You die way to easily and cant hide behind any fort you make in the minute it gives you. I would not spend money on this
game.. This game should be in pre alpha it is not an online game and as far as i can tell there is only a starter area.. Very cute and
relaxing game that family can enjoy, I think this is better then the first. Camera is better and open world is great! There is many
places to go and see, it is very pretty. Only sometimes attacking enemies is slow so you can die but it is not instant death so that
is good. There are not many check points but you can also avoid enemies if you want to.. This is a great game, at least for those
who have experienced Jewel Quest or its similar rivals (such as Bejeweled). Great background story, and the Match-3 games are
decent.
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When I play a game, I expect an immersive experience. Having to leave the game to do research on the web is very disruptive. I
did not enjoy this game.. I'm the kind of person who wants to finish a level with every medal in these games. but after the
tutorial it got too hard. the difficulty didn't step up, it skyrocketed after just 15 levels in the game. if you don't have a perfect ski
lift, everything falls apart. getting a perfect ski lift is way too hard. From the 3 hours I've played, I've only enjoyed my 1st hour
in game, because those levels weren't insanely hard. the last 2 hours just weren't fun anymore. I'll recommend it for people who
like these games, but I'm gonna refund it, because I didn't enjoy it anymore and I've completely lost my interest already.. I don't
recommend this. Most of the play time goes to putting your ship together for one 15 second puzzle, then spending another 5
minutes rebuilding it to make it past the next. Then again, it's probably more of a kid's "stick round peg into round hole" game..
My kids had fun bustin ghosts.

Great concept for a quick fun VR game for kids.. Respect to jack for picking up other peoples dog crap, boo to steam for
letting♥♥♥♥♥♥like this exist!. Call of Duty Black ops - Mac Edition was a very fun, and exilerating game. You unlocked
many weopons each time you ranked up, and had many weopon upgrades and costomizable features. Many weopons were only
used in certain maps, for example, a l968 sniper rifle (I think thats the name) wasnt used on Nuketown because it would get
owned by famas and galils all the time. This game needs some serios addons however, as it became boring at higher ranks. I
think the upgrades that should be added are:
1.voice comunication
2.Larger maps
3.more weopons & equipment
4.rides such as tanks-jeeps-bikes
5.more camos (the only good one is tiger)
I hope you guys enjoyed this quick review on Black ops - mac edition.
GOLDIE OUT!
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